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Abstract: Given a large graph, graph sampling determines a subgraph with similar characteristics for certain metrics of the original graph. The samples are much smaller thereby accelerating and simplifying the analysis and visualization of large graphs. We focus on the implementation of distributed graph sampling for Big Data frameworks and in-memory dataflow systems such as Apache Spark or Apache Flink and evaluate the scalability of the new implementations. The presented methods will be open source and be integrated into Gradoop, a system for distributed graph analytics.
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1 Introduction

Sampling is used to determine a subset of a given dataset that retains certain properties but allows more efficient data analysis. For graph sampling it is necessary to retain not only general characteristics of the original data but also the structural information. Graph sampling is especially important for the efficient processing and analysis of large graphs such as social networks [LF06, Wa11]. Furthermore, sampling is often needed to allow the effective visualization and computation of global graph measures for such graphs.

Our contribution in this paper is to outline the distributed implementation of known graph sampling algorithms for improved scalability to large graphs as well as their evaluation. The sampling approaches are added as operators to the open-source distributed graph analysis platform Gradoop3 [Ju16, Ju18] and used for interactive graph visualization. Like Gradoop, our distributed sampling algorithms are based on the dataflow execution framework Apache Flink but the implementation would be very similar for Apache Spark. To evaluate horizontal scalability, speedup and absolute runtimes we use the synthetic graph data generator LDBC-SNB [Er15].

This work is structured as follows: We briefly discuss related work in Section 2 and provide background information on graph sampling in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain the distributed implementation of four sampling algorithms with Apache Flink. Section 5 describes the evaluation results before we conclude in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

Several previous publications address graph sampling algorithms but mostly without considering their distributed implementation. Hu et al. [HL13] surveyed different graph sampling algorithms and their evaluations. However, many of these algorithms cannot be applied to large graphs due to their complexity. Leskovec et al. [LF06] analyze sampling algorithms for large graphs but there is no discussion of distributed or parallel approaches. Wang et al. [Wa11] focuses on sampling algorithms for social networks but again without considering distributed approaches.

The only work about distributed graph sampling we are aware of is a recent paper by Zhang et al. [ZZL18] for implementations based on Apache Spark. In contrast to our work, they do not evaluate the speedup behavior for different cluster sizes and the scalability to different data volumes. Our study also includes a distributed implementation and evaluation of random walk sampling. Zhang et al. [Zh17] have evaluated the influence of different graph sampling algorithms on graph properties such as the distribution of vertex degrees as well as on the visualization of the samples. These aspects do not depend on whether the implementation is distributed and are thus not considered in this short paper.

3 Background

We first introduce two basic definition of a graph sample and a graph sample algorithm and then specify some selected sampling algorithms.

3.1 Graph Sampling

A directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) can be used to represent relationships between entities, for example, interactions between users in a social network. The user can be denoted as a vertex \( v \in V \) and a relationship between two users \( v \) and \( u \) can be denoted as a directed edge \( e = (v, u) \in E \).

Since popular social networks such as Facebook and Twitter contain billions of users and trillions of relationships, the resulting graph is too big for both, visualization and analytical tasks. A common approach to reduce the size of the graph is to use graph sampling to scale down the information contained in the original graph.

**Definition 1** (Graph Sample) A graph \( S = (V_S, E_S) \) is a sampled graph (or graph sample) that defines a subgraph of graph \( G = (V, E) \) iff the following three constraints are met: \( V_S \subseteq V \), \( E_S \subseteq E \) and \( E_S \subseteq \{(u, v) | u, v \in V_S \} \).

\[4\] In the existing publications, there are different approaches toward the vertices with zero-degrees in the sampled graph. Within this work we choose the approach to remove all zero-degree vertices from the sampled graph.
Definition 2 (Graph Sample Algorithm) A graph sample algorithm is a function from a graph set \( G \) to a set of sampled graphs \( S \), as \( f : G \rightarrow S \) in which the set of vertices \( V \) and edges \( E \) will be reduced until a given threshold \( s \in [0, 1] \) is reached. \( s \) is called sample size and is defined as the ratio of vertices \( s_V = |V_s|/|V| \) (or edges \( s_E = |E_s|/|E| \)) the graph sample contains compared to the original graph.

3.2 Basic Graph Sampling Algorithms

Many graph sampling algorithms have already been investigated but we will limit ourselves to four basic approaches in this paper: random vertex sampling, random edge sampling, neighborhood sampling, and random walk sampling.

Random vertex sampling [Zh17] is the most straightforward sampling approach that uniformly samples the graph by selecting a subset of vertices and their corresponding edges based on the selected sample size \( s \). For the distributed implementation in a shared-nothing approach, the information of the whole graph is not always available in every node. Therefore, we consider an estimation by selecting the vertices using \( s \) as a probability. This approach is also applied on the edges in the random edge sampling [Zh17].

We extend the idea of the the simple random vertex approach to improve topological locality using the random neighborhood sampling. Therefore, when a vertex is chosen to be in the resulting sampled graph, all neighbors are also added to the sampled graph. Optionally, only incoming or outgoing edges can be taken into account to select the neighbors of a vertex.

For the random walk sampling [Wa11], one or more vertices are randomly selected as start vertices. For each start vertex, we follow a randomly selected outgoing edge to its neighbor. If a vertex has no outgoing edges or if all edges were followed already, we jump to any other randomly chosen vertex in the graph and continue the walk there. To avoid keeping stuck in dense areas of the graph we added a probability to jump to another random vertex instead of following an outgoing edge. This process continues until a desired number of vertices have been visited, thus the sample size \( s \) has been met. All visited vertices and all edges whose source and target vertex was visited will be part of the graph sample result.

4 Implementation

The goals of the distributed implementation of graph sampling are to achieve fast execution and good scalability for large graphs with up to billions of vertices and edges. We therefore want to utilize the parallel processing capabilities of shared-nothing clusters and, specifically, distributed dataflow systems such as Apache Spark [Za12] and Apache Flink [Ca15]. In contrast to the older MapReduce approach, these frameworks offer a wider range of transformations and keep data in main memory between the execution of operations. Our implementations are based on Apache Flink but can be easily transferred to Apache Spark.
4.1 Distributed Dataflow Model

The processing of data that exceeds the computing power or storage of a single computer can be handled through the use of distributed dataflow systems. Therein the data is processed simultaneously on shared-nothing commodity cluster nodes. Although details vary for different frameworks, they are designed to implement parallel data-centric workflows, with datasets and primitive transformations as two fundamental programming abstractions. A dataset represents a typed collection partitioned over a cluster. A transformation is a deterministic operator that transforms the elements of one or two datasets into a new dataset. A scheduler breaks each dataflow job into a directed acyclic execution graph, where the nodes are working threads and edges are input and output dependencies between them. Each thread can be executed concurrently on an associated dataset partition in the cluster without sharing memory.

Transformations can be distinguished into unary and binary operators, depending on the number of input datasets. Table 1 shows some common transformations from both types which are relevant for this work. The filter transformation evaluates a user-defined predicate function to each element of the input dataset. If the function evaluates to true, the element is part of the output. Another simple transformation is map. It applies a user-defined map function to each element of the input dataset which returns exactly one element to guarantee a one-to-one relation to the output dataset. A transformation processing a group instead of a single element as input is reduce where the input, as well as output, are key-value pairs. All elements inside a group share the same key. The transformation applies a user-defined function to each group of elements and aggregates them into a single output pair. A common binary transformation is join. It creates pairs of elements from two input datasets which have equal values on defined keys. A user-defined join function is applied for each pair that produces exactly one output element.
4.2 Sampling Operators

The operators for graph sampling compute a subgraph by either randomly selecting a subset of vertices or a subset of edges. In addition, neighborhood information or graph traversal can be used. The computation uses a series of transformations on the input graph. Latter is stored in two datasets, one for vertices and one for edges. For each sampling operator a filter is applied to the output graph’s vertex dataset to remove all zero-degree vertices following the definition of a graph sample in Section 3.

4.2.1 Random Vertex (RV) and Random Edge (RE) Sampling

Both operators RV and RE are very simple to implement. A graph with its vertex set $V$ and edge set $E$ serves as input for both operators. As well a sample size $s$ has to be defined. The RV operator (Figure 1) starts with applying a filter transformation on the vertex dataset. Within the filter transformation a user-defined-function can be used to generate a random value $r \in [0, 1]$ for each vertex which is compared to the given sample size $s$. If the random value $r$ is lower or equal to $s$, the vertex will be part of a new dataset $V_1$. Otherwise the vertex will be filtered out. In the next step we join the vertices of $V_1$ with the edge dataset $E$. Within the join transformation we only select edges which corresponding source and target vertex is contained within $V_1$. Those selected edges will be part of the resulting edge set $E'$. $V'$ is the resulting vertex set which is equal to $V_1$. The result is a graph sample containing the vertex set $V'$ and the edge set $E'$.

The RE operator (Figure 2) works the other way around, as a filter transformation is applied to the edge dataset $E$ of the input graph. An edge will be kept, again if the generated random value $r \in [0, 1]$ is lower or equal to $s$. After the filter transformation, all remaining edges will be stored in a new dataset $E_1$. In the following we join $E_1$ with the input vertex dataset $V$. Within the join we select all source and target vertices of the edges contained within $E_1$. The selected vertices are stored within the final vertex dataset $V'$. $E'$ contains the final edge dataset which is equal to $E_1$. The result is again a graph sample $G_S = (V', E')$. 
4.2.2 Random Vertex Neighborhood (RVN) Sampling

As for RV and RE, a graph and a sample size $s$ serves as input for the RVN operator (Figure 3). This approach is similar to the RV operator but also adds the direct neighbors of a vertex to the graph sample. The selection of the neighbors can be restricted according to the direction of the connecting edge (incoming, outgoing or both). In the implementation, we start with using a map transformation and randomly selecting vertices of the input vertex dataset $V$ and mark them as sampled with a boolean flag, iff a generated random value $r \in [0, 1]$ is lower or equal than the given sample size $s$. In a second step, the vertex dataset $V_1$ is joined with the input edge dataset $E$, transforming each edge into a tuple containing the edge itself and the boolean flags for its source and target vertex. In an additional filter transformation on the edge tuples, we retain all connecting edges of the vertices of $V_1$ and apply the given neighborhood relation to create the final edge dataset $E'$. This relation will be either a neighbor on an incoming edge of a sampled vertex, a neighbor on an outgoing edge, or both. Note that the vertex set $V'$, which is equal to $V_1$, of the resulting graph can contain vertices with a degree of zero. Since we choose the approach to remove all zero-degree vertices from the resulting graph sample, an additional filter transformation has to be applied.

4.2.3 Random Walk (RW) Sampling

This operator uses a random walk algorithm to walk over vertices and edges of the input graph. Each visited vertex and edges connecting those vertices will then be returned as the sampled graph. Figure 4 shows the dataflow of an input graph to a sampled graph of this operator. The input for this operator is a graph, a sample size $s$, an integer $w$ and a jump probability $j$. At the beginning we transform the input graph to a specific Gelly format.

We are using Gelly\textsuperscript{5}, the Google Pregel [Ma10] implementation of Apache Flink, to implement a random walk algorithm. Pregel utilizes the bulk-synchronous-parallel [Va90] paradigm to create the vertex-centric-programming model. An iteration in a vertex-centric

\textsuperscript{5} For more technical details see: https://bit.ly/39UuEWS
program is called superstep, in which each vertex can compute a new state and is able to prepare messages for other vertices. At the end of each superstep each worker of the cluster can exchange the prepared massages during a synchronization barrier. In our operator we consider a message from one vertex to one of its neighbors a walk. A message to any other vertex is considered as jump.

At the beginning of the random walk algorithm w start vertices are randomly selected and marked as visited. The marked vertices will be referred to as walker. In the first superstep each walker either randomly picks one of its outgoing and not yet visited edges, walks to the neighbor and marks the edge as traversed. Or, with the probability of \( j \in [0, 1] \) or if there aren’t any outgoing edges left, jumps to any other randomly selected vertex in the graph. Either the neighbors or the randomly selected vertices will become the new walker and the computation starts again. Note, this algorithm is typically executed using only one walker. Since this would create a bottleneck in the distributed execution we extended the algorithm with the multi-walker approach as just explained.

For each completed superstep the already visited vertices are counted. If this number exceeds the desired number of sampled vertices, the iteration is terminated and the algorithm converges. Having the desired number of vertices marked as visited, the graph is transformed back and is now containing the marked vertex set \( V_2 \) and the marked edge set \( E_2 \). Using a filter transformation on \( V_2 \) we create the resulting vertex set \( V’ \). A vertex will be kept if it is marked as visited. By joining \( V’ \) with \( E_2 \) we only select edges which source and target vertex occur in the final vertex dataset \( V’ \) and create the final edge dataset \( E’ \). The result of the operator is the graph sample \( G_S = (V’, E’) \).

### 5 Evaluation

One key feature of distributed shared-nothing systems is their ability to respond to growing data sizes or problem complexity by adding additional machines. Therefore, we evaluate the scalability of our implementations with respect to increasing data volume and computing resources.

**Setup.** The evaluations were executed on a shared-nothing cluster with 16 workers connected via 1 GBit Ethernet. Each worker consists of an Intel Xeon E5-2430 6 x 2.5 Ghz CPU,
To evaluate the scalability of our implementations we use the LDBC-SNB data set generator [Er15]. It creates heterogeneous social network graphs with a fixed schema. The synthetic graphs mimic structural characteristics of real-world graphs, e.g., node degree distribution based on power-laws and skewed property value distributions. Table 2 shows the three datasets used throughout the benchmark. In addition to the scaling factor (SF) used, the cardinality of vertex and edge sets, the dataset size on hard disk as well the used sample size $s$ are specified. Each dataset is stored in the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). The execution times mentioned later include loading the graph from HDFS (hash-partitioned), computing the graph sample and writing the sampled graph back to HDFS. We run three executions per setup and report the average runtimes.

5.1 Scalability

In many real-world use cases data analysts are limited in graph size for visual or analytical tasks. Therefore, we run each sampling algorithm with the intention to create a sampled...
graph with round about 100k vertices. The used sample size $s$ for each graph is contained in Table 2. As configurations, we use Direction.BOTH for the RVN algorithm and $w = 3000$ walker and a jump probability $j = 0.1$ for the RW algorithm.

We first evaluate the absolute runtime and scalability of our implementations. Figure 5 shows the runtimes of the four algorithms for up to 16 workers using the LDBC.10 dataset. One can see, that all algorithms benefit from more resources. However RVN and RW gain the most. For RVN, the runtime is reduced from 42 minutes on a single worker to 4 minutes on 16 workers. In comparison the RW implementation needs 67 minutes on a single worker and 9 minutes using the whole cluster. The more simpler algorithms RV and RE are already executed relatively fast on a single machine. Their initial runtime of 405 seconds and 768 seconds on a single worker only got reduced to 105 seconds and 198 seconds.

In the second experiment we evaluate absolute runtimes of our algorithms on increasing data sizes. Figure 7 shows the runtimes of each implementation using 16 workers on different datasets. The results show that the runtimes of each algorithm increases almost linearly with growing data volume. For example, the execution of the RVN algorithm required about 314 seconds on LDBC.10 and 2907 seconds on LDBC.100. The RW algorithm shows equal results with 549 seconds on LDBC.10 and 5153 seconds on LDBC.100. The more simple algorithms RV and RE show very good scalability results as well.

5.2 Speedup

In our last experiment we evaluate relative speedup of our implementations on increasing cluster size. Our evaluation (Figure 6) show a good speedup for all our implementations executed on the LDBC.10 dataset. The algorithms RVN and RW show the best speedup results of 11.2 and 8.5 for 16 workers. We assume that the usage of multiple join transformations within the RVN operator and the utilization of the iterative Gelly implementation used in the RW operator limits the speedup performance of both algorithms. However, for RV and RE we report the lowest speedup results of around 4.0. This behaviour can be explained with the already low runtimes we discovered on a single worker during the scalability evaluation in Figure 5. Hence, both operators won’t benefit much of increasing cluster size, since increasing communication costs have an negative influence in both runtimes and speedup capabilities.

6 Conclusion

We outlined distributed implementations for four graph sampling approaches using Apache Flink. Our first experimental results are promising as they showed good speedup for using multiple workers and near-perfect scalability for increasing dataset sizes. In our ongoing work we will provide distributed implementations for further sampling algorithms and optimization techniques such as custom partitioning.
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